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Introduction
Gig work—the selling of labor, effort, skills, and time—is a long-standing feature of the
U.S. economy. Today, millions of people sell goods and services, or rent rooms, houses,
and other assets using platforms (“online gig workers”) like Uber, Lyft, Rover, DoorDash,
Ebay, Etsy, Postmates, VRBO, and Airbnb to connect with customers (Bruckner, 2016).
Indeed, several high-profile Silicon Valley firms have engineered billion-dollar IPOs of
companies that develop online and app-based platforms to: (1) connect online gig
workers to customers; and (2) process payments (“online platforms”). Still millions
more gig workers continue to run errands, walk dogs, rent rooms, care for children
and the elderly, sell goods at outdoor markets, and do housework, yardwork and other
occasional jobs without using an online platform to connect with customers (“offline
gig workers”). Most gig workers do online and/or offline gig work as a supplemental or
secondary source of income (referred to hereinafter as “GigSupp Workers”). Accordingly,
this report focuses on GigSupp Workers to provide new insights from existing data and
research in terms of what GigSupp Work means for women and their retirement savings
strategies, and finds that:
1. GigSupp Work has grown significantly and is continuing to grow, but existing tax data
have failed to fully capture the population of GigSupp Workers in large part because
tax reporting rules enable extensive underreporting of self-employment income.
2. Comparative review of multiple administrative and survey data sources suggests
that more women than men engage in GigSupp Work and that women are driving
GigSupp Work growth.
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of the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania (PRC). The findings and conclusions expressed are solely those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent the views of the PRC or TIAA.
Any opinions expressed herein are those of the authors, and do not necessarily represent the views of TIAA, the TIAA Institute or any other
organization with which the authors are affiliated.

3. The policy response to the COVID-19 pandemic
reflects the systemic failure of government research
to measure the GigSupp Workforce reliably.
Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic has led to even
more GigSupp Work growth as employers shed
traditional jobs and employees.
4. GigSupp Work triggers a retirement financing gap
that disproportionately impacts women, and notably,
women of color, who have greater challenges saving
for retirement than men.
5. Absent change, the existing tax and retirement
financing rules will continue to underserve and
frustrate the ability of GigSupp Workers to save for
retirement in the short-term and, consequently, result
in inadequate retirement incomes when they do
ultimately retire.
This report starts with an overview of the existing
measures of the gig workforce generally. Next, this report
identifies challenges GigSupp Workers have in saving
for retirement, including the extraordinary economic
circumstances presented by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Finally, this report identifies some of the federal tax and
retirement proposals that might help GigSupp Workers,
the majority of whom are women, better support
themselves in retirement.

Measures of Gig workforce
Estimates of how many gig workers are working vary
widely depending on how gig work is defined or what
research tools are used (e.g., surveys or administrative
data) (Abraham & Houseman, 2019). For example,
in 2017, the U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of
Labor Statistics conducted a survey to measure the
alternative and contingent workforce, and included
questions designed to capture online gig workers (U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018a).
That survey found an overall decline in independent
contractors from 7.4% in 2005 to 6.9% in 2017 (ibid.),
but that approximately 1% of the total working population
(1.6 million workers) engaged in online gig work (U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018b).

		

In contrast, recent studies of tax returns found that the
number of independent contractors has grown 22% from
2001−2016, and that the growth was driven by women
doing independent contract work (Lim et al., 2019, p.
14; see also, Collins et al., 2019). In fact, the share of
women doing independent contract work rose from 5.4%
to 7.5% while the share of the male independent contract
workforce remained constant (Lim, et al., 2019, pp.
19−20).
A key explanation for the decline in the number of
independent contractors reflected in the Bureau of Labor
Statistics survey is that the questions were designed to
capture only employment that is a worker’s main or sole
source of income (U.S. Government Accountability Office,
2019; Bruckner & Hungerford 2019). However, other
recent federal government surveys have consistently
found that a significant number of workers (3 in 10)
do offline or online gig work as a supplemental source
of income and that more of these workers are women
(Robles & McGee, 2016; Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, 2020; Bruckner & Hungerford,
2019). Importantly, survey research finds that only a
small fraction (13%) of all gig workers are online gig
workers (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, 2020, Appendix B, Q&A GE5). Private sector
research echoes these findings in that online gig workers
are a small (2 million workers) but growing, labor sector
(Farrell et al., 2018).
In terms of earnings, research consistently shows that
many gig workers work sporadically, often as a way
to smooth income (Collins, et al., 2019; Abraham &
Houseman, 2019; Farrell et al., 2018). Specifically, tax
data finds that gig workers “have been earning modest
amounts, generally less than $7,500 in gross receipts”
(Collins, et al., 2019, p. 13). For online gig workers,
banking data shows that average monthly earnings
in 2018 was $828 (Farrell, et al., 2018, p. 14). More
generally, analysis of 15 years of tax data indicates that
gig worker earnings, like the majority of independent
contractor earnings, are supplemental to wage earnings
(see e.g., Lim et al., 2019, p. 19).
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Challenges and anticipated needs of
GigSupp Workers saving for retirement
GigSupp Workers face a range of challenges in saving
for retirement and struggle to shore up each of three
main pillars of the U.S. retirement system (i.e., Social
Security, employer-sponsored pensions or retirement
savings plans, and individual savings). Gig workers have
lower self-employment tax compliance rates, limited cash
flow and fewer opportunities to participate in employersponsored retirement plans. These challenges are acutely
problematic for women engaged in GigSupp Work as they
exacerbate an existing gender retirement wealth gap.

A. Self-employment tax compliance
Regardless of whether gig workers’ earnings are a main
or supplemental source of income, how (and whether)
gig workers properly report their earnings for selfemployment tax purposes can have major implications
for workers’ retirement income (Bruckner & Hungerford,
2019). Workers performing services outside of traditional
employment relationships (i.e., most gig workers) are
self-employed for federal tax purposes (U.S. Government
Accountability Office, 2020a; Bruckner & Hungerford,
2019; Collins, et al., 2019; U.S. Department of Treasury,
Inspector General for Tax Administration, 2019). Unlike
traditional employment where employers are required
to withhold income and Social Security taxes from the
wages they pay their employees, there is no required
withholding of payroll or income tax on amounts paid
to self-employed workers. Instead, payor businesses
only report to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) on IRS
Form 1099s—and only when required to do so (Internal
Revenue Service, 2020).
Gig workers themselves are required to remit the
equivalent 15.3% of self-employment tax for Social
Security and Medicare contributions on their net selfemployment earnings of $400 or more on an IRS Form
1040 Schedule SE (Self-employment Tax, https://www.
irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f1040sse.pdf). Importantly, if a
taxpayer has self-employment earnings and will owe at
1

		

least $1,000 in income tax and/or self-employment tax
on amounts not subject to employer withholding, IRS
rules require advance quarterly payments of estimated
tax (see, e.g., Bruckner & Hungerford 2019, p. 3). The
failure to remit those estimated tax payments can create
audit and penalty exposure for self-employed taxpayers
(ibid.).
In addition, businesses that make payments to gig
workers of $600 or more for services (per year) that
constitute non-employee compensation are generally
required to report those payments to the IRS and to gig
workers on the recently-created IRS Form 1099-NEC
(Nonemployee Compensation, https://www.irs.gov/
pub/irs-prior/f1099nec--2020.pdf).1 For these workers,
that $600 amount is often referred to as “the IRS Form
1099-NEC [previously MISC] threshold.” However, if
a customer is not a business and makes a personal
payment to a gig worker directly for services (e.g., when
a homeowner pays a house cleaner), the customer is
generally not required to report the payment or send an
IRS Form 1099 to the payee or the IRS (U.S. Government
Accountability Office, 2020a, p. 8).
A different reporting requirement is used for online
gig workers using online platforms (Uber, Lyft, Airbnb,
Ebay) to connect with customers and process payment
(Bruckner, 2016). In those instances, the IRS treats the
online platform as a third-party settlement organization
(TPSO) and requires the online platform to report the
payments on an IRS Form 1099-K (Payment Card and
Third Party Network Transactions, https://www.irs.gov/
pub/irs-pdf/f1099k.pdf) (U.S. Government Accountability
Office, 2020a).
Notably, TPSOs are not required to issue an annual
IRS Form 1099-K to the IRS or online gig workers until
the aggregate number of annual transactions exceeds
200 and the TPSO processes more than $20,000
of payments (a/k/a “the 200/$20K Form 1099-K
threshold”). In an effort to limit duplicative reporting,
the U.S. Department of Treasury and the IRS developed

Prior to 2020 (and by mistake thereafter), payments for $600 or more in nonemployee compensation, as well as payments for at least $600
in rents and at least $5,000 in sales (other than to retail establishments) were reported on IRS Form 1099-MISC (Miscellaneous Income,
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/f1099msc.pdf; see also Internal Revenue Code § 6041).
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a “Tie-Breaker Rule” for transactions involving TPSOs
(U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2020a, p. 10).
Effectively, the Tie-Breaker Rule results in TPSOs only
using IRS Form 1099-Ks to report electronic payments
to online gig workers, and only when the 200/$20K Form
1099-K threshold is triggered, which results in “no Form
1099 being filed in some cases” (ibid., p. 23; see also,
Bruckner, 2018). As a result, online gig workers who earn
less than $20,000 or have fewer than 200 transactions
in a calendar year—which is a majority of these
workers—typically do not receive either an IRS Form
1099-NEC [or MISC] or an IRS Form 1099-K from the
online platforms that they use to connect with customers
(Bruckner & Hungerford, 2019; Bruckner, 2018).

that there is at least $45 billion in underreporting of
self-employment tax each year and another $6 billion
goes underpaid each year (Internal Revenue Service,
2019, p. 11). More specifically, 8.6% of people (almost 2
million) who received IRS Form 1099s for non-employee
compensation for the 2016 tax year did not file an IRS
Form 1040 or pay any payroll taxes, and that is up from
just 6.1% in 2000 (Collins et al, p. 10). This translates
to underpayment of Social Security payroll taxes by gig
workers and, ultimately, adversely impacts their Social
Security benefits.

Gig Worker tax compliance

The lack of information reporting for GigSupp Work
triggers low self-employment tax compliance and
frustrates the ability of these workers to save for
retirement through Social Security contributions. Social
Security benefits are primarily financed (89%) by worker
and employer Social Security contributions made via
the payroll tax and the self-employment tax (National
Academy of Social Insurance, 2020, p. 7). Social Security
is the most common source of retirement income for
households aged 65 or older, with almost nine out of ten
individuals age 65 and older receiving benefits (ibid.).

For example, a 2020 U.S. Government Accountability
Office study on tax compliance of online gig workers
concluded that most online gig workers did not receive
information returns (e.g., IRS Forms 1099) from the
platforms that they worked with (U.S. Government
Accountability Office, 2020a, p. 10). When there is
no information reporting tax compliance falls to 37%
(U.S. Department of Treasury, Inspector General for Tax
Administration, 2019, p. 3). In short, noncompliance is
greatest among self-employed workers “for which thirdparty information reporting is not separately reported
to the IRS and is very difficult to obtain” (Holzblatt &
McGuire, 2016, p. 2). In contrast, tax compliance is high
(93%) when amounts are subject to information reporting
and even higher (99%) when subject to withholding (e.g.,
wages) (U.S. Department of Treasury, Inspector General
for Tax Administration, 2019, p. 3).
In fact, there is an extensive literature that shows that
self-employed taxpayers “consistently and substantially”
underreport their income for tax purposes (Hurst et
al., 2010, p. 2; Internal Revenue Service, 2019). For
example, one study of almost two decades of tax returns
found that of those gig workers who received an IRS Form
1099-K, 43% did not file any IRS Form 1040 Schedule C
or Schedule SE with respect to their online gig earnings
(Collins et al., 2019, p. 9). Overall, IRS analysis shows

		

Social security implications of
GigSupp Work

Women tend to rely more heavily on Social Security
than men; the majority (55%) of adult Social Security
beneficiaries are women (Social Security Administration,
2020, p. 19). “The reality is that for many women,
Social Security is their main or only source of retirement
income” (Women’s Institute for a Secure Retirement
(WISER), 2020, p. 2). On average, however, the monthly
Social Security benefits that women receive are just 80%
of what men receive (Enda & Gale, 2020). Motherhood,
specifically, seems to play a significant role in reducing
women’s Social Security benefits (Rutledge et al.,
2017, pp. i, 7−12). For example, “women with one child
receive 16% less in benefits than non-mothers, and each
additional child reduces benefits by another 2 percent”
(ibid., p. i).
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GigSupp Workers struggle with cash flow
and access to retirement plans
GigSupp Workers struggle with self-employment tax
compliance in financing retirement, but research shows
they also do not contribute to retirement plans because
they struggle with cash flow and unpredictability with
their gig earnings (Small Business Majority, 2017).
Compounding these issues, under current tax rules,
gig workers are often ineligible for employer-provided
retirement or health care benefits (U.S. Government
Accountability Office, 2015; Rutledge, 2020; Rutledge &
Wettstein, 2020; Applebaum et al., 2019, p. 21). In many
instances, independent contractors are not permitted to
participate in employer-sponsored plans, and businesses
rarely want to provide those fringe benefits to their parttime and temporary workers (see, e.g., Rutledge, 2020;
Rutledge & Wettstein, 2020). Administrative tax data
is similar: in 2014, 41.9% of wage-only earners made
contributions to a pension or IRA, but only 21.3% of
workers with some wages and some self-employment
income made a contribution to retirement savings –
either an employer-sponsored plan or an individual
retirement account (Jackson et al., 2017, p. 37 table 9).

Implications for gender and racial
retirement wealth gap
The retirement financing challenges that GigSupp Work
presents are even more challenging for women as
“women face unique challenges saving [for retirement]
largely stemming from a gender pay gap that persists
into a retirement wealth gap” (Bond, et al., 2020, p.
1). Breaks in paid work, together with the gender pay
gap, can compound and make it “relatively impossible”
for women to reach retirement income parity with men
(Merrill Lynch Wealth Management & Age Wave, 2019,
p. 19). Women are also less likely to work full-time and
be covered by an employer-sponsored pension plan than
men, and they tend to have less retirement savings (see,
e.g., Bond et al., 2020).
The retirement wealth gap is even greater for women of
color, who, on average, have less savings for retirement

		

than their White counterparts (see, e.g., Hassani, 2018).
A recent analysis of data from the Survey of Consumer
Finances, found that as recently as 2016, “the average
White woman had $43,000 more in retirement savings
than the average Black woman” (ibid.). This racial
retirement wealth gap has persisted (and grown) since
1989, despite the fact that women overall were “better
off” (ibid.).
Overall, research consistently finds women’s retirement
wealth gap is exacerbated by additional factors including
longer lifespans, higher health care costs, greater
caregiving responsibilities, and lower financial literacy
(see, e.g., U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2020b,
pp. 8−9; Enda & Gale, 2020).

Gig Workers and COVID-19
With the onset of COVID-19, gig workers appeared to
be particularly vulnerable to the economic shock, and
policymakers took notice (see, e.g., Long et al., 2020).
In response, Congress passed legislation that specifically
allowed self-employed workers to qualify for emergency
loans; and also provided Pandemic Unemployment
Assistance (PUA) benefits to self-employed workers
and gig workers not otherwise eligible for regular
unemployment benefits (see, e.g., Chiang et al., 2020,
p. 1574).
However, existing data and research proved to be wildly
insufficient for calibrating an effective policy response.
For example, in April of 2020, the Congressional Budget
Office estimated that 5 million individuals would claim
around $35 billion in PUA benefits in 2020 and 2021
(Congressional Budget Office, 2020, pp. 9−10). As it
turned out, by the end of August of 2020, some 14.5
million PUA benefit claims were filed (U.S. Department
of Labor, 2020, p. 4).
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on women is
readily apparent in that as of December 2019, women
briefly outnumbered men in the paid workforce for
just the second time, but those gains were virtually
eliminated as COVID-19 layoffs swept the nation:
women were overrepresented in some of the “hardest-
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hit industries such as leisure and hospitality, health
care and education” (Schmidt, 2020). In addition to the
job losses, the related school and daycare shutdowns
have also had a huge impact on the working women who
“provide the majority of childcare” and now have children
at home in the absence of full-time school and daycare
(Karageorge, 2020, p. 1). Moreover, Congress has
already heard testimony that the “pandemic’s economic
consequences have fallen heavily on women of color…
[and that] the pandemic will likely have negative long-term
effects on women’s lifetime incomes, wealth, and overall
economic security” (see, e.g., Matsui, 2020, pp. 3−4).

Policy options
Given the current COVID-19 crisis and the retirement
financing gap that GigSupp Work presents for millions
of workers as well as the retirement wealth gap facing
women, policymakers could consider policy changes to
improve the retirement income security of the growing
number of GigSupp Workers, most of whom are women.
1. Improve information reporting and allow voluntary
withholding
Reforming existing information reporting rules is the
most immediate means to address gig worker tax
compliance, and there are steps IRS and Treasury
could implement to facilitate information reporting,
and, in turn, tax compliance of online gig workers,
most of whom “are likely not receiving an information
return” (U.S. Government Accountability Office,
2020a, p. 12). The IRS could reform the “Tie-Breaker
rule” and require online platforms to issue an IRS
Form 1099-NEC when an online gig worker has $600
in transactions, similar to the rules that apply for
offline gig workers. In addition, the IRS could issue
rules for voluntary withholding by online platforms,
which would specifically address online gig worker tax
compliance challenges (ibid.). Alternatively, Congress
could reform the information reporting rules to
target the misreporting of self-employment tax by gig
workers.

		

2. Social Security and Supplement Security Income
(SSI) reforms
To directly impact the finances of older women,
Congress could consider making long-overdue
updates to the (SSI) program, which primarily impacts
older women. Eligibility for the means-tested program
is limited to individuals 65 or older and those who
are blind or disabled. Congress has not updated the
asset limits for SSI program ($2,000 for an individual,
$3,000 for a couple) for more than 30 years, and
those limits make it “virtually impossible for an SSI
recipient to save for retirement” (Entmacher and
Matsui, 2013, pp. 762−763; Justice in Aging, 2019).
In addition, Congress could consider: (1) increasing
the minimum benefits available under Social Security;
(2) increasing Social Security benefits for widowed
spouses in low earning couples; and (3) reducing the
marriage duration required for Social Security divorced
spousal benefits from 10 years to fewer years. Given
that women take time out of the paid workforce for
caregiving responsibilities and the fact that current
Social Security benefits do not account for any lost
or reduced earnings attributable to unpaid caregiving
responsibilities, Congress might make changes such
that caregivers could qualify for larger Social Security
benefits (see, e.g., National Academy of Social
Insurance, 2020, p. 34; Enda & Gale, 2020).
3. Prioritize GigSupp Worker tax research
The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the critical
need for reliable data on GigSupp Work for tax and
benefits policy purposes. The U.S. Department of
Treasury and IRS could prioritize research on GigSupp
Workers and their earnings. Additional targeted areas
for tax research include: (1) the tax compliance of
GigSupp Workers; and (2) the composition of the
self-employment tax gap. More broadly, tax research
could regularly focus on tax and retirement policy
implications for women and people of color.
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Conclusion
GigSupp Workers typically lack employer-provided
retirement benefits or even tax withholding or information
reporting on their gig earnings, and existing tax rules
have not worked to facilitate self-employment tax
compliance. Instead, current rules operate to trigger
a retirement financing gap for these workers, most
of whom are likely to be women that rely on Social
Security in retirement. These challenges are even more
consequential for women of color. Motherhood, too, plays
a role in lowering women’s retirement income. However,

		

it could be that lower earnings during working years and
the need for flexibility to accommodate caregiving is
what motivates so many women to engage in gig work in
the first place. Significantly, many analysts now believe
that our system of workplace-based benefits is obsolete
and that more portable benefits are better suited to
the modern workplace (Reder et al., 2019; Mitchell,
2020). These problems are not insurmountable—but the
solutions do require more inclusive data and research
on the gender difference in GigSupp engagement and
retirement income security.
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